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Abstract
Developing information literacy skills in undergraduate students is an ongoing and dynamic process. Awareness of student backgrounds is a major factor that can influence instructional techniques and pedagogy. With this in mind, a research project was developed to better understand a student population. During Fall 2012, a convenience sample of undergraduate Health Professions students were surveyed during library instruction sessions. Demographic information, confidence in performing information literacy-related tasks, and mastery of information literacy questions were collected.

This poster will highlight the differences between students’ self-reported mastery levels and their actual quiz results. Which demographic elements are correlated with students’ levels of self-confidence? Does the sample reflect a population with unproven/unrealistic expectations regarding students’ levels of self-confidence? What are possible implications for medical and health science librarians who will support these individuals once they become medical and health science librarians who will make recommendations for modifying HPRF100W information literacy lesson plans based on the study’s observations.

Goals of the Research
- Identify the demographic distribution of the students who are taking HPRF100W
- Identify students’ confidence levels for engaging in the research process
- Observe the possible differences between students’ skill perceptions and performance in answering specific information literacy questions
- Make recommendations for modifying HPRF100W information literacy lesson plans based on the study’s observations

Research Methodology
Fall 2012
- The authors taught 13 of 15 total sessions
- Survey: Administered online through the Qualtrics platform at the onset of the information literacy session.
- Demographics: Students’ background, Major(s), minor(s)
- Information Literacy: Students’ perceptions of their information literacy skills and 7-question information literacy quiz

Performance by Students with Self-Rates of “Excellent”

Performance by Students with Self-Rates of “Very Good”

Performance by Students with Self-Rates of “Good”

Performance by Students with Self-Rates of “Fair”

Performance by Students with Self-Rates of “Poor”
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Survey participation was voluntary, and the students were informed that participation was not required. The survey was anonymous and confidential. The survey included questions about the students’ demographic information, confidence in performing information literacy-related tasks, and mastery of information literacy questions. The survey also included questions about the students’ perceptions of their information literacy skills.

The Role of Confidence in the Learning Process
- Performance and overconfidence: Connections between student self-rates and how they actually perform
- Overconfidence in skills could result in students not paying attention to the library instructional sessions
- These are potential factors that could influence students’ acceptance to the content that is being delivered

Goals of the Research
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- Identify students’ confidence levels for engaging in the research process
- Observe the possible differences between students’ skill perceptions and performance in answering specific information literacy questions
- Make recommendations for modifying HPRF100W information literacy lesson plans based on the study’s observations
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Conclusions
- Students had varied self-rate responses to the information literacy tasks
- Those who identify as “Poor” really do have poor skills
- Those who identify as “Excellent” may or may not be as proficient as they think
- The consistency of the incorrect percentages across all self-rate groups indicate that the wording of the question(s) is not an issue
- As proficiency of self-rates increase, there is a corresponding decrease of “Not Sure”; however, this does not influence the number of incorrect responses

Implications
- It is important to obtain information about students’ perceptions of their information literacy skills
- Student receptiveness in library instructional sessions may be influenced by their confidence levels
- Students’ perceptions of their skills could have major implications on how students behave during information literacy sessions, as well as their likelihood of aligning themselves to reference and research services

Further research
- Gain more longitudinal data
- Have the students take a post-information literacy session survey
- Modify lessons based on the IL quiz results
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